CALL FOR PAPERS

Papers related to the following areas are invited:

1. Computer-Aided Design, Manufacturing and Engineering (CAD/CAM, CAE)
2. Business and Management Graphics for Office Automation
3. Robotics
4. Graphics for the Entertainment Industry
5. Animation
6. Graphics for Laboratory Automation
7. Graphics for Scientific/Engineering Applications
8. Medical Graphics
9. Architectural Graphics and Automated Drafting
10. Local Networks for Graphical Communications
11. Graphic Data Base Management
12. Computer Cartography
13. Graphic Languages/User Interface
14. Design Automation
15. Computer Graphics Development
16. 3D/Solid Modeling
17. Image Processing
18. Chip Design
19. Display Technology

Information for Authors: Papers should range in length between 1000-5000 words. The first page of each paper must include the following:

- title
- a maximum 150 word abstract of the paper
- author's name(s), title, affiliation, complete mailing address and phone number
- a statement of commitment that if accepted, one of the authors will present the paper at "CG TOKYO '85", and the name of the author who is responsible for the inclusion of the paper in the conference proceedings.

Papers should be typed and single spaced. A paper lacking any of the above information will not be considered by the Program Committee.

Expanded versions of exceptionally high quality papers will be invited for submission for publication in "IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications" journal or International journal on Computer Graphics.

Deadlines:
- Jan. 31, 1985 - initial full paper, received
- Feb. 20, 1985 - authors notified, of acceptance given final instructions
- March 20, 1985 - camera-ready papers received

In Japan Send Five Copies of Paper to:
Chairman of Program Committee, President of Computer Graphics Society,
Professor Tosiyasu L. Kunii
Department of Information Science Faculty of Science The University of Tokyo, Hongo, Tokyo 113, Japan
Phone: (03) 812-2111 Ex. 4116
Telex: UNITOKYO J25510

Elsewhere Send Five Copies to:
Co-Chairman of Program Committee, Professor of Aerospace Engineering
David F. Rogers, PhD, Department of the Navy
United States Naval Academy Annapolis, Maryland 21402, USA.

For information about papers, conference attendance or participation in the exhibition please contact Japan Management Association, JMA, Shiba-Park 3-1-22, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, JAPAN

Sponsored by
Japan Management Associations

With the cooperation of

CGS Computer Graphics Society
IEEE Computer Society
ACM Association for Computing Machinery Special Interest Group on Computer Graphics
JCG Japan Computer Graphics Association
The European Association for Computer Graphics